Observation of a weak intra-residue C5 hydrogen-bond in a dipeptide containing Gly-Pro sequence.
Specific folded structures of peptides and proteins depend on the sequence of various amino acid residues as well as different types of noncovalent interactions induced by the backbone as well as side-chains of those residues. In general, secondary structures of peptides and proteins are stabilized by C6 (δ-turn), C7 (γ-turn), C10 (β-turn), C13 (α-turn), and C15 (π-turn) hydrogen-bonded rings formed through inter-residue interactions. However, it has been reported recently that an intraresidue C5 hydrogen-bond, which is relatively weak in strength, can contribute significantly to the stability of peptides and proteins. The C5 hydrogen-bond is mostly present in the β-sheet structures of peptides and proteins along with other inter-residue noncovalent interactions. In this work, we have studied structures and conformational preferences of a dipeptide Z-Gly-Pro-OH (Z = benzyloxycarbonyl) using mass-selected vibrationally resolved electronic spectroscopy and IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy coupled with quantum chemistry calculations. Two conformers of the peptide are observed in the experiment. One of the conformers has an extended β-strand type structure stabilized by C5 hydrogen-bonding, while the other one is folded through O-H ⋯ π interaction. The noncovalent interactions present in the two observed structures of the peptide are validated by natural bond orbital and noncovalent interaction calculations.